
1. Introduction
The ongoing degradation of Arctic permafrost is potentially one of the most significant, yet poorly understood 
consequences of amplified climate warming. The possible release of vast inventories of sequestered carbon as 
potent greenhouse gases is considered one of the most serious threats in future acceleration of warming (Nisbet 
et  al.,  2016; Pithan & Mauritsen,  2014). Processes including the desiccation and decomposition of carbon-
rich soils and peatlands (Koven et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2015), the abrupt thaw of ground ice (Turetsky 
et  al.,  2019,  2020) and ebullition through lakes (Walter Anthony et  al.,  2012) are ongoing contributors to 

Abstract Whilst there has been a recent appreciation for the role of open-system pingos in providing a 
fluid-flow conduit through continuous permafrost that enables methane release, the formation and internal 
structure of these ubiquitous permafrost-diagnostic landforms remains unclear. Here, we combine active-
source seismic measurements with electrical resistivity tomography to investigate the structural and subsurface 
characteristics of an incipient open-system pingo actively emitting methane within the glacio-isostatically 
uplifting fjord valley of Adventdalen, Svalbard. Wavefront inversion of seismic refractions delineate a spatially 
heterogeneous active layer, whilst deeper reflections identify the lithological boundaries between marine 
sediments and underlying shales at ∼68 m depth (p-wave velocity of ∼1,790 ms −1). Low geometric mean 
inverted resistivities of 40–150 Ωm highlight the dominance of saline permafrost, whilst elevated resistivities 
(∼2 kΩm) occur close to the groundwater spring and in heaved areas around the pingo. Based on our results, 
we speculate that segregation ice dominates the pingo structure, given the absence of a notable resistivity 
contrast characteristic of injection ice that is typically expected within early open-system pingo formation, and 
provides the most plausible geomorphic agent within the local fine-grained sedimentology. Our results thereby 
indicate that sediment grain size and moisture availability can provide important controls on pingo formation. 
This study shows that open-system pingos in coastal, saline permafrost environments may form differently, with 
implications for localized permafrost structure, its permeability to underlying gas reservoirs and consequent 
methane release.

Plain Language Summary Considerable amounts of methane, a potent greenhouse gas, can flow 
through ground which is permanently below freezing (permafrost) through dome-shaped landforms called 
open-system pingos. These landforms occur in the lowlands of mountainous cold regions, from water under 
pressure from deep underground. However, the formation and internal structure of these landforms are unclear. 
We use geophysical techniques involving seismic waves and electrical resistivity to characterize the internal 
structure of a young pingo in Svalbard. Our seismic investigation find a seasonally thawing (active) layer with 
a variable thickness, and a deeper reflection at ∼68 m which we interpret as the boundary between marine 
sediments and bedrock. Meanwhile, relatively low electrical resistivities indicate that the ground is saline, and 
suggest an internal structure that is dominated by discrete layers of ice known as segregated ice, as opposed 
to a large body of ice which is ordinarily expected. Our results indicate that sediment grain size and moisture 
availability are important controls on pingo formation. This is important as there may be differences in how 
these pingos form, and this will impact the structure of local frozen ground and in how they allow the escape of 
methane stored deep beneath the permafrost.
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atmospheric methane. Moreover, natural gas trapped across the subsurface in either free form or gas-hydrates can 
be released in potentially massive quantities as the overlying impermeable permafrost cap degrades.

Our ability to model and understand future greenhouse gas emissions from permafrost environments relies heav-
ily on knowledge of emission processes, and particularly on being able to predict the way ground ice might disin-
tegrate. It is well-known that changing thermokarst landscapes (Turetsky et al., 2020) and vegetation patterns 
(Grünberg et al., 2020; Loranty et al., 2018) modulate thermal conditions in the ground, leading to significant 
localized differences in both extent and thickness of the permafrost. Geological and geomorphological processes 
and features also provide controls on the continuity and configuration of ground ice. Varying sediment properties 
(e.g., Lawrence et al., 2008) and geologic structures (Mishra et al., 2021) could lead to differences in thermal and 
hydrological properties and consequently to heterogeneities in the permafrost layer.

Among the hetereogeneities within continuous permafrost environments are open-system pingos; permafrost-di-
agnostic mound-like landforms that are typically up to 40 m in height and 100–500 m across (Ballantyne, 2018; 
Harris et al., 2017). Open-system pingos are widely considered to form following the artesian injection of hydrau-
lically pressurized groundwaters (Müller, 1959), recharged through the temperate zones of glaciers (Liestøl, 1977) 
into the near-surface. It is typically believed that initial pingo formation occurs following the freezing of injected 
groundwaters into massive ice lenses (also referred to as “injection ice”; Mackay, 1973), resulting in a character-
istic, dome-shaped landform. However, whilst it is proposed that initial pingo growth occurs solely from injection 
ice (French, 2007), this would require the balance of water pressures, overburden strength and freezing rates, 
which vary naturally. Consequently, ice segregation, whereby porewater migration towards the freezing plane 
produces discrete ice lenses within the soils, is suggested to occur following initial pingo growth (French, 2007; 
Mackay,  1973), although more recent studies have questioned whether this dominates their geomorphology 
(Kunz & Kneisel, 2021; Ross et  al., 2007). In addressing the distribution of open-system pingos, Yoshikawa 
and Harada (1995) suggest three groupings: (a) those formed whereby groundwaters exploit existing geologic 
faults and structures; (b) those which occur in areas of artesian flow as a consequence of subglacial meltwaters 
(cf. Liestøl, 1977) and, (c) those occurring in nearshore or low-lying environments, undergoing glacio-isostatic 
uplift. Despite this categorization of their hydraulic properties, the mechanism and processes which govern pingo 
formation still remain poorly understood (Demidov et al., 2019; Gurney, 1998; Kunz & Kneisel, 2021), and stud-
ies assessing early pingo forms remain limited.

This need for detailed information on the internal structures and genesis of open-system pingos has been 
emphasized by recent studies highlighting significant methane emissions from these landforms (Hodson 
et  al.,  2019,  2020), and the need for an understanding of ground-ice distributions given risk of permafrost 
thaw (Turetsky et al., 2019). As open-system pingo formation is inherently linked to groundwater flow through 
permafrost, their role in providing a flow conduit through which deeply seated methane migrates has come 
under increased scrutiny (Hodson et al., 2019, 2020). The significance of open-system pingos enabling methane 
release has been shown in emissions estimates from Lagoon Pingo in Adventdalen, Svalbard, whereby Hodson 
et  al.  (2019) suggests year-round methane release of ∼64 kg CH4 a −1, by diffusion alone, exceeding that of 
wetland emission estimates when normalized for surface area (Pirk et al., 2017). Methane emissions have indeed 
been found at four of the five pingos in Adventdalen (Hodson et al., 2020). In essence, it has been suggested that 
these landforms are terrestrially analogous to submarine pockmarks and gas seep forms, which have been exten-
sively studied on the Barents Sea Shelf (Andreassen et al., 2017; Portnov et al., 2013; Serov et al., 2017). Criti-
cally, unlike submarine forms where escaping methane is oxidized within the water-column, terrestrial open-sys-
tem pingos release gas that directly contributes to the atmospheric carbon budget.

Here, we use a combination of active-source seismic and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) techniques to 
characterize the internal structures of Lagoon Pingo, in Adventdalen, Svalbard. This coastal, incipient open-sys-
tem pingo, represents the youngest in a chain of five formed from Holocene glacio-isostatic uplift, and was 
specifically selected because of its documented methane release (Hodson et al., 2019, 2020). We hypothesize 
that the geomorphology is dictated by lenses of massive, injected ice (Mackay, 1973), forming as a consequence 
of the near-surface freezing of groundwater upwelling, and that the present-day springs flow around these lenses 
to the surface. We test this notion by constraining the near-surface structure of Lagoon Pingo to understand the 
genesis of open-system pingo forms, and assess how these interact with groundwater springs and associated 
methane release.
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2. Field Site and Methods
2.1. Field Site

Lagoon Pingo (location shown in Figure 1) is the westernmost in a chain of five open-system pingos located in 
Adventdalen, Svalbard. Lagoon Pingo is located close to the contemporary coastline on the edge of a saltwater 
lagoon, which is protected from regular tides by a beach ridge. However, significant driftwood accumulated on 
the coastal side of the pingo suggests susceptibility to exceptional tides and storms. Lagoon Pingo has a chaotic 
topography dissimilar to the dome-shaped mound typical of other open-system pingos in Svalbard, and consists 
of a series of mud/clay mounds spanning 500 m in length and 200 m in width, and ∼8 m tall at its highest point. 
The pingo is fed by two perennial groundwater springs that emerge at the surface, forming extensive protruding 
icings during freezing winter conditions and small ponds in the summer. Following Liestøl (1977), these springs 
occur as a consequence of high artesian pressures in the underlying aquifers, which are most likely continually 
recharged by the percolation of waters through the temperate zones of nearby glaciers.

Figure 1. (a) The location of pingos in Adventdalen and the approximate extent of the Holocene marine transgression. Topography is depicted using a 5 m-resolution 
2010 DEM (Norwegian Polar Institute, 2014). Coordinates are shown in UTM 33N. (b) View facing northeast depicting the center of the Lagoon Pingo site during 
winter. (c) View facing northwest of the Lagoon Pingo spring during summer.
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The genesis of Lagoon Pingo as a terrestrial open-system pingo is consistent with the rapid sedimentation and 
isostatic-uplift of the glacially cut fjord valley in which it is located. Adventdalen is a steep-sided valley glacially 
eroded into Early Cretaceous and Palaeogene sedimentary sandstones and shales (Gilbert et  al., 2018; Major 
et al., 2001). Following retreat of the Barents Sea Ice Sheet which covered much of the Barents Shelf and west-
ern Svalbard at the last glacial maximum (c. 20 ka) to complete deglaciation at c. 10 ka, Adventdalen has been 
undergoing rapid relative sea level fall as a result of a high rate of glacio-isostatic rebound (3.7 mmyr −1; Auriac 
et al., 2016) surpassing eustatic rise. Consequently, the present-day Holocene marine limit persists at 62–70 m 
above current sea level (Lønne & Nemec, 2004), with rapid rates of glaciomarine and aeolian sedimentation. 
These lead to the current morphology of Adventdalen as a wide-bottomed, infilled fjord valley, fed by fluvio-
glacial sediments from a seasonal braided river system through the center. Permafrost is prevalent and laterally 
continuous (Christiansen et  al.,  2010; Humlum et  al.,  2003), with general estimates of permafrost thickness 
ranging from 100 m at the valley bottom to 300–400 m at higher altitudes (Humlum, 2005). The aggradation 
of permafrost following deglaciation forms a fundamental agent of pingo formation, and is a potential driver of 
groundwater to the surface (Hornum et al., 2020).

The three topographically lower/western-most open-system pingos are situated in marine sediments within 
Adventdalen and are proposed to represent different stages of pingo evolution, from initiation (Lagoon Pingo) to 
maturity (Longyear Pingo), and pingo reactivation following decline (Hytte Pingo) (Yoshikawa & Harada, 1995). 
This follows radiocarbon dates obtained from peat sediments and mollusc shells on these pingos, whereby 
Lagoon Pingo is suggested to be 140 ± 20 years BP (Yoshikawa & Nakamura, 1996), in contrast to older dates of 
2,800 ± 90 years BP and 6,980 ± 70 years BP for Longyear and Hytte Pingo, respectively. Each of these pingos 
are sited alongside the northern flank of the valley, and whilst Hytte Pingo coincides with a geological bound-
ary (e.g., Hornum et al., 2021), no known faults or geological boundary crosses the Lagoon Pingo site. Despite 
this, local alluvial fans may extend beneath the pingos and provide intrusions of coarser sediments that enhance 
hydraulic conductivity.

While recent studies have examined seasonal hydrology and gas emission dynamics at Lagoon Pingo (Hodson 
et al., 2019), geophysical investigation has been limited to summer electrical resistivity surveys and borehole 
sampling (Harada & Yoshikawa, 1996; Yoshikawa & Harada, 1995). They describe a low resistivity (1.1 Ω.m), 
shallow (0.8 m) surface layer, interpreted as the seasonally unfrozen active layer, above a deeper (∼22.8 m), 
extensive permafrost layer with resistivities of at least an order of magnitude greater. The deepest layer was 
characterized by low resistivities similar to the active layer, with borehole validation confirming a transition from 
frozen to unfrozen sediments. In contrast, the other open-system pingos within Svalbard have been more exten-
sively studied. In ERT measurements of Innerhytta Pingo close to the marine limit, Ross et al. (2007) suggest 
high resistivities of 10–30 kΩ m, indicating a high proportion of ice, if not massive ice. In seismic investigations 
of Innerhytta Pingo, Rossi et al. (2018) described a 15 m thick surface layer with a P-wave velocity of ∼4–5 km 
s −1 as frozen permafrost, which overlay a lower P-wave velocity zone (∼2 km s −1) interpreted as partially unfro-
zen sediments hosting the groundwater circulation controlling the pingo spring. At Hytte and Longyear Pingo, 
saline permafrost was determined to have resulted in frozen sediments with resistivity below <2 kΩ m (Ross 
et al., 2007). Additionally, valley-scale surface nuclear magnetic resonance and controlled source audio-magne-
totellurics have demonstrated lateral variability in liquid water content within the permafrost, with up to ∼10% 
liquid water near to the coast suggesting the persistence of cryopegs beneath Adventdalen that permit further 
intrapermafrost groundwater mobility (Keating et al., 2018).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Seismic Investigations

Active source seismic investigations are well established in geomorphological studies (Schrott & Sass, 2008). 
Seismic methods are based upon the principle that elastic waves travel through different subsurface media at 
different velocities, with this dependent upon composition and material density. By measuring the elapsed time 
between the triggering of a quantified seismic signal, and its return following refraction or reflection from a 
subsurface change in acoustic impedance, a non-intrusive interpretation of subsurface properties can be obtained. 
Further detail can be established through an understanding of the polarity and amplitude of the obtained seismic 
returns, should data quality permit.
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The use of seismic methods within permafrost environments is highly dependent upon sharp increases in P-wave 
velocity where media is frozen (Zimmermann & King, 1986). Consequently, seismic refraction and reflection 
methods are commonly used in the detection of permafrost extent (Schrott & Hoffmann, 2008). For example, 
seismic refraction methods are often used to determine active layer depth, given that the P-wave velocities of 
the active layer (400–1,500 ms −1) and frozen permafrost (2,000–4,000 ms −1) show sufficient contrast (Hauck & 
Vonder Mühll, 2003; Hauck et al., 2007). Notably however, refraction methods are limited in requiring veloci-
ties to increase with depth. In permafrost environments, whereby frozen layers often exhibit increased P-wave 
velocity, this inhibits the detection of the permafrost base. Seismic reflection methods are often used to obtain 
interfaces deeper within the subsurface, and have been utilized within permafrost and periglacial environments to 
determine the depth of the permafrost base (Schwamborn et al., 2002).

2.2.2. Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT)

ERT utilizes differences in the ability of materials to resist the flow of an electrical current to establish bulk elec-
trical resistivity contrasts within the subsurface. These bulk resistivity characteristics are controlled by different 
mechanisms that enable the flow (e.g., conduction, the reciprocal of insulation) of electrical current through 
media: particle conduction, surface conduction and ionic (or electrolytic) conduction. Particle conduction relates 
to conductivity caused by a high number of free electrons, often within metallic materials. Surface conduction 
occurs through the electrical double layer at the interface between particle and fluid, which is controlled by pore-
water content and the electrical properties of the media (e.g., cation exchange capacity, zeta-potential). Lastly, 
ionic (otherwise known as electrolytic) conduction refers to that caused by the transit of ions through media, 
normally resulting from liquid flow. As a consequence, ionic conduction is typically controlled by the porosity, 
saturation, pore connectivity, and fluid conductivity of a material (Mollaret et al., 2019). These three mechanisms 
determine the bulk conductivity, and thus the bulk resistivity, of a given medium.

ERT is commonly applied to establish soil properties (e.g., lithology, porosity, structural characteristics, and 
pore fluids), stratigraphy and heterogeneities within a given subsurface (Klein & Santamarina, 2003). In perma-
frost environments, the differences in conduction between electrically conductive liquid water and resistive ice 
render ERT an effective method for the identification and interpretation of frozen and unfrozen sediments, with 
typical applications including the identification of active layer depths (e.g., Kasprzak, 2015; Léger et al., 2017), 
the permafrost base (Sjöberg et al., 2015; You et al., 2013) and in the detection of ground ice (Hauck & Vonder 
Mühll, 2003). However, whilst frozen pore water content typically increases electrical resistivity by several orders 
of magnitude, exceptions can occur in marine sediments where pore waters are conductive and surface conduc-
tion mechanisms exist at the particle-ice-water interfaces within the pore spaces (e.g., Revil & Glover, 1998).

2.3. Data Acquisition

2.3.1. Seismic Investigations

Active source seismic data were acquired in August 2019 across two profiles which together cover the length of 
the pingo complex. The data were acquired using two Geometrics Geode 24 Channel seismographs, with profiles 
consisting of 48 100 Hz geophones deployed at 4 m spacings. Shots were made using a sledgehammer source 
on a metal baseplate at 4 m intervals midway between geophones and up to 10 m off-end, with additional shots 
taken every 10 m up to a distance of 50 m from the end of the profile. A set of 10 shots were taken per shotpoint 
in order to allow stacking, with each profile therefore containing 610 shots in total.

Processing of the seismic reflection data was completed in REFLEXW version 9.5 (Sandmeier, 2020). Whilst 
planimetric positions of shotpoints and geophones were obtained by tape measure, GPS positions of geophones 
were taken using a Garmin eTrex handheld GPS with horizontal accuracy of c. 5 meters, to obtain topogra-
phy using a 2009 summer 5 m DEM (Norwegian Polar Institute, 2014). Traces that were visibly noisy or dead 
were manually removed from shotgathers prior to stacking. To analyze seismic reflections across the site, a 
common midpoint gather was produced using the 4 m-spaced shots by resorting and stacking traces according 
to their offset. The velocity of identified hyperbolae were then obtained through manual curve-fitting within 
REFLEXW. An initial estimation of the internal velocity was obtained through Dix's formula (Dix, 1955) to form 
a preliminary model, although it is noted that this does not satisfy the assumptions of standard NMO velocity 
analysis (Bradford, 2002). Consequently, we use this model following the recommendations of Bradford and 
Sawyer (2002), by applying this estimation on unstacked data through a pre-stack depth migration. Unstacked 
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data were processed by applying a manual gain adjustment (to enhance signal with depth) and bandpass filtering 
(to minimize surface waves), followed by resampling at 3 ms due to processing constraints, and finally a pre-stack 
depth migration using Kirchhoff weighted factors for the summation of raypaths.

To analyze seismic refractions, first onsets were manually picked for each shotpoint. Following traveltime anal-
ysis as per standard procedure in REFLEXW (Sandmeier, 2020), a two-layer wavefront inversion was subse-
quently conducted using the forward and reverse traveltimes, by utilizing a finite difference approximation of 
the eikonal equation which is analogous to the FD-vidale method used in forward raytracing (Sandmeier, 2020; 
Vidale, 1988, 1990). Seismic refraction tomography was conducted to provide a secondary analysis of the data, 
whereby the Simultaneous Inversion Reconstruction Algorithm (van der Sluis & van der Vorst, 1987) was used 
to automatically adapt synthetic data to observed travel times through calculation of the seismic P-wave ray paths. 
In accordance with initial wavefront inversion data, an initial model with a surface P-wave velocity of 375 ms −1, 
increasing by 200 ms −1 with each meter in depth was used. The parameterization of the tomographic inversion 
is shown in the Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. Goodness of fit was assessed using forward raytracing 
through a finite difference calculation (Vidale, 1988, 1990).

2.3.2. Electrical Resistivity Tomography

A series of ERT profiles were collected in early April 2019 using an ABEM SAS1000 Terrameter, whilst the 
site remained frozen. Two profiles (R1 and R2 in Figure 2) were collected to encompass the NW-SE extent 
of the site, with each profile containing 53 stainless steel electrodes at a spacing of 5 m to cover full extent of 
260 m. These profiles contained an overlap over central parts of the site to ensure suitable data coverage over the 

Figure 2. Locations of profiles over the Lagoon Pingo site, depicted on a sub-meter DEM derived using Structure-from-Motion in April 2020 (Hann & 
Dachauer, 2020). Co-ordinates shown are UTM 33N.
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primary upwelling and for error analysis. These profiles were supplemented 
by shorter, quasi-perpendicular transects containing 21 electrodes to cover 
a lateral extent of 100 m (R3-R5 in Figure 2). Wenner array configurations 
were used for each profile to provide the best compromise between verti-
cal and horizontal resolution in an uncertain environment, given that contact 
resistance was high (Hauck & Vonder Mühll,  2003). Where electrodes 
occurred in snow-covered areas, snow pits were dug, and all electrodes were 
hammered in using a rubber mallet until firmly emplaced within the ground. 
To counteract electrode contact issues resulting from the high resistivity of 
frozen surfaces in sub-zero conditions, a saline solution was poured onto 
each electrode prior to each measurement, and snow pits were dug where 
required. Given the variable surface conditions, the instrument was set to 
select current automatically for each measurement within all profiles. For 
each profile, normal and reciprocal measurements were obtained. However, 
despite our best efforts, poor contact for a minority of electrodes resulted in 

failure to measure a potential for some electrode configurations, with success rates shown in Table 1. Configura-
tions whereby either or both of the normal or reciprocal measurements failed were consequently excluded from 
further data processing.

The data were further pre-processed and inverted in ResIPy (see Blanchy et al., 2020); an open-source graphical 
user interface for the Occam's type R2 inversion algorithm (Binley & Kemna, 2005). First, data were filtered 
through comparisons of results obtained by normal and reciprocal measurements, with those that exceeded a 10% 
difference in apparent resistivities excluded. For some profiles, this resulted in the exclusion of a high proportion 
of measurements (shown in Table 1), largely pertaining to measurements occurring from particular electrodes 
(see Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). To account for errors within measurements and to discretize the 
initial model, an error model was subsequently fit. This follows Koestel et al. (2008), where the assumption is that 
true error relates to both an absolute (a) and a relative component (b), which are used to determine data weight-
ings and parameterize the final inversion model. To complete this, measurements were binned by their apparent 
resistivity into groups of ∼20 and fit to an error model. For shorter profiles (R3–R5), a linear error function was 
used owing to the smaller number of measurements, given by:

𝜀𝜀 = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 

where, ε is the standard deviation and ρ is the mean of each bin in Ohms. Constants a and b were then defined by 
the best linear fit. For longer profiles, a linear error model provided a poor fit for measurements which contained 
lower mean resistivities, and thus constants a and b were defined through the best fit of a power-law based error 
function where:

𝜀𝜀 = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎 

The inversions were discretized using a custom transfinite mesh, built around surface topography as defined 
by a decimeter-resolution DEM derived through Structure-from-Motion photogrammetry from a drone survey 
conducted in April 2020 (cf. Hann & Dachauer, 2020; Westoby et al., 2012). The horizontal resolution of the 
mesh foreground was defined by 2 cells per electrode, whilst the vertical cell size increased away from the surface 
where sensitivity to the input data was expected to be greatest. The foreground meshes were constrained by depth 
using a default 2/3 of the maximum dipole length, and the initial model resistivity was set to the geometric mean 
of apparent resistivity for each profile.

The inversion using the R2 algorithm involves a least squares weighted function (Blanchy et al., 2020), which 
aims to find the smoothest model that conforms to and remains consistent with the data. For each model, the 
weights were updated as the inversion progressed using a routine based on Morelli and LaBrecque (1996).

The inverted models were appraised for their reliability through multiple methods. Inversions were initially 
checked using normalised model error, as per Binley et al. (1995), to ensure that these fit within a ±3% threshold. 
Following this, the sensitivity of the inverted models to the initial data were checked using an accumulated sensi-
tivity map (Binley & Kemna, 2005; Kemna, 2000; Park & Van, 1991), calculated through the evaluation of both 

Profile
Total number of 
configurations

Successful measurements 
(normal and reciprocal)

Measurements 
following filtering

R1 443 388 206

R2 443 214 100

R3 63 61 52

R4 63 61 53

R5 63 63 61

Table 1 
Number of Successful and Failed Measurements for Configurations Within 
Each Profile, With Rates of Excluded Measurements Following Further 
Pre-Processing
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the Jacobian and data weighting matrix. A threshold of 0.001 x Smax was used to determine parts of the inversions 
which were deemed sensitive to the initial data (Kemna, 2000). This sensitivity matrix is presented with each 
resistivity profile below, and areas which are below this sensitivity threshold are shown as semi-transparent. 
Lastly, the reliability of separate inversions were tested by analysis of the correlation between profiles where 
these intersect (see Supporting Information S1).

3. Results
3.1. Seismic Reflection

The result of our seismic reflection investigations are shown by the common midpoint gather in Figure 3, whereby 
a hyperbolae beginning at ∼80 ms at zero offset is the most apparent feature. This homogeneous reflector remains 
visible up to approximately 160 m from the shotpoint following geometric correction, and exhibits a P-wave 
velocity of ∼1,787.1 ms −1 once corrected for the overlying active layer. A multiple of this can be seen at wide 
offsets, with this particularly clear where offset is negative due to noise obtained in the opposite direction. The 
only other reflection feature apparent is the air wave with a P-wave velocity of 330 ms −1.

Figure 3. Common midpoint gather depicting homogeneous refractions and reflections from across Lagoon Pingo, shown without gain. Letters indicate (a) the near 
surface P-wave refraction from marine sediments, (b) P-wave reflection from the boundary between overlying marine sediments and underlying strata and (c) the direct 
air wave.
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3.2. Seismic Refraction

In addition to deeper reflection features, a near-surface refraction is highlighted on the common midpoint gather 
(Figure 3) with a preliminary manual interpretation suggesting a shallow active layer with P-wave velocities of 
∼394 ms −1 above a deeper second layer with a Vp of 2,110 ms −1 (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

Figure 4 shows the wavefront inversion (red line), assuming that a two-layer model persists in the near-surface of 
the Lagoon Pingo site (as derived from the preliminary analysis of the common midpoint gather), and 2-D refrac-
tion tomography obtained from the first arrival picks of seismic data. The wavefront inversion identifies a lower 
velocity layer overlying a higher velocity layer within the immediate subsurface at the site, with depths consistent 
with analogous coastal sites elsewhere on Svalbard (e.g., Christiansen et al., 2020). The greatest depths occur in 
the northwestern part of the profile in a low-lying, flat section close to the lake spring, where values in excess 
of ∼3 m are obtained. Whilst the wavefront inversion largely echoes the shape of the surface topography, the 
minimum layer depth of 1.1 m occurs within heaved sediments where the topography is most variable. Estimates 
of upper layer P-wave velocity from the wavefront inversion equal 385 ± 20.7 ms −1, highlighting a homogeneous 
layer with a low P-wave velocity across the length of the profile.

In contrast, the seismic tomography model shows an increase in velocity with depth, but depictions of two 
distinct layers is ambiguous. Velocities of ∼400 ms −1 at the surface increase to 600–700 ms −1 at a depth of 
2–3 m due to the initial model used, and increase rapidly thereafter. Notably, the tomography depicts lateral 
variations in P-wave velocity below a depth of 5 m, with lower P-wave velocities at greater depths over flat, 
low-lying parts of the profile when compared to heaved areas where surface topography changes are greater. 
For example, at approximately 400 m along the profile, P-wave velocity equals ∼1,500 ms −1 at a depth of 
∼10 m from the surface, whereas velocities exceeding 3,000 ms −1 are found at the same depth at approxi-
mately 200 m. A depiction of layering within the subsurface would be most apparent within the calculation of 
first derivative, and is evidenced by central parts of the profile displaying a rapid change in velocity gradient 
within the upper 2 m of the subsurface. However, this occurs at a shallower depth than the calculated wave-
front inversion, and is not apparent between 120 and 180 m and from a distance of 380 m onwards, through 
the topographically flat northwestern end of the profile. Following forward raytracing using a finite difference 
algorithm, traveltimes derived from the tomographic model provided an RMS error of 1.35 ms in comparison 
to observed data, corresponding with 2 ms guidelines suggested for RMS where refractions are less than 30 m 
in depth (Sandmeier, 2020).

3.3. Electrical Resistivity Tomography

Tomograms obtained from the inversion of electrical resistivity measurements on the long profiles (Figure 5) 
depict a high range of inverted resistivities, with large zones of comparatively low inverted resistivities 
(10–100 Ωm) intercepted by near-surface areas of elevated inverted resistivity values. On Line R1, these elevated 
zones of increased resistivities are most apparent between 50 and 70 m, and between 170 and 220 m on the east-
ern side of the pingo icing (235 m). This zone is additionally shown on R2, whereby flat sections otherwise depict 
inverted resistivities of the order of 10–100 Ωm. Whilst the pingo icing is not within the sensitivity threshold for 
Line R1, Line R2 indicates inverted resistivity values the order of 100 MΩm. Where sensitive, the average R2 
value for the crossover between these two profiles equaled 0.82 (see the Supporting Information S1), with weaker 
R2 values around the margins of inversion sensitivity.

The accumulated sensitivity matrix shown in Figure 5 indicates a complex pattern of resistivity across the pingo, 
as a consequence of poor contact resistance upon initial gathering of these measurements, and given the high data 
exclusion rate following filtering. In particular, sensitivity around the pingo icing is problematic, with dark zones 
of low sensitivity present at ∼2–3 m depth within this structure evident for both profiles.

Shorter tomograms and associated sensitivity profiles (Figure 6) depict similar patterns in inverted resistivity 
and sensitivity, with low overall inverted resistivities intercepted by isolated zones of elevated inverted resis-
tivity values which correspond well to local topographic highs. Line R3 depicts a transect across the pingo 
icing, whereby the topographic high provides the highest inverted resistivities (10 MΩ.m). This is flanked by 
zones of lower inverted resistivities within the sensitivity threshold, between 10 and 100 Ωm on the northern 
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side and up to 1,000 Ωm on the southern side. Unlike longer profiles, the inversion here remains sensitive over 
the pingo icing, although this sensitivity is limited to the upper 5 m of the center of this profile. Line R4 shows 
higher inverted resistivity values (22 kΩ.m) at a depth of 5 m in the center of this profile (50 m), which occurs 
approximately 10 m south of the local topographic high. Line R5 also depicts a pattern of elevated inverted 

Figure 4. (a) Seismic wavefront inversion, as shown by the black line, and refraction tomography across the long line (from SE to NW) at the Lagoon Pingo site. (b) 
Map highlighting the density of raypaths from which the tomography was calculated. (c) The calculated and smoothed first derivative of the tomography, with the 
wavefront inversion overlain.
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resistivity values corresponding to higher elevations, with an area at approximately 70 m along the profile and 
at 5–15 m depth which shows an inverted resistivity of 150–300 Ωm. This contrasts with a geometric mean 
apparent resistivity across the profile of 44.3 Ωm. For both lines R4 and R5, high sensitivities encourage confi-
dence in these inversions. Whilst the crossover of longer profiles and lines R3 and R4 was rendered redundant 
due to low sensitivities at their intersection, the crossover between R1 and R5 provided R 2 values of 0.9432 (see 
Supporting Information S1), which highlights that these profiles follow the same vertical trend of resistivity 
change.

Figure 5. The final inversion results for long profiles R1 and R2, with resistivity results outside of the sensitivity threshold shown translucently, accumulated 
sensitivity maps shown below respective resistivity profiles, and dotted boxes showing the crossover between profiles.
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4. Interpretation
In conducting multi-method geophysical investigations of Lagoon Pingo, we aimed to establish its composition 
and internal structures and to improve understanding of the mechanisms that characterize the early stages of 
pingo development. In particular, we test the idea that Lagoon Pingo has developed from the emergence of a 
submarine pockmark through active glacio-isostatic uplift of the area (Hodson et al., 2020). Our results yield 
insights into incipient pingo structure that does not conform with typical pingo development, and which has 
implications for the understanding of methane release from such landforms.

The upper layer identified from our seismic refraction data is interpreted as the active layer that covers the length 
and breadth of the field site. Average P-wave velocities of ∼380–400 ms −1 correspond well with other seismic 
velocity measurements made in unfrozen Arctic Quaternary sediments (Hunter, 1973; Yoshikawa et al., 2006). 
However, this active layer is variable throughout the site, as is evidenced by wavefront inversion calculations 
depicting a range from 1.1 m to values exceeding 3 m. At the top end of this range, measurements are substantially 
thicker than active layers recorded elsewhere within Adventdalen, including 1.54 m measured at Janssonhaugen 
(Isaksen et al., 2001). Both geographical and measuremental factors should therefore be considered to explain this 
relatively thick local active layer. In terms of geographical factors, Lagoon Pingo is located at sea-level near the 
present coastline, and thus warmer microclimatic conditions could drive more extensive summer thaw compared 
to further up-valley. For example, the annual mean air temperature at the coast between 2014 and 2,018 was 
−1.6°C (Svalbard Lufthavn; Norwegian Meteorological Institute, 2021), compared to −3.8°C and −3.0°C for 
Janssonhaugen in 2017 and 2018 respectively (Christiansen et al., 2020). Additionally, saline porewater may play 
a role in depressing the freezing point of the local marine sediments compared to sites such as Janssonhaugen, 
which lies outside of the limit of marine transgression. Furthermore, given that the topographically elevated areas 
of the pingo have an open exposure to wind, thermally insulating snow is often scoured from these areas, thus 
leading to earlier exposure to solar insolation at the start of spring thaw compared to other sites. However, whilst 
these geographical factors may impact local active layer depths, limitations in the number of data points and in 
the wavelength of seismic waves (∼3.9 m) may impact the wavefront inversion. Whilst the first derivative of the 
seismic tomography does appear to depict changes in P-wave velocity gradient within central parts of the profile, 
this layering is unclear within topographically flat parts of the line where calculations of active layer based on 
the wavefront inversion provided the greatest thicknesses. Consequently, whilst active layer thicknesses identified 

Figure 6. The final inversion and their associated accumulated sensitivity map for each of the shorter profiles.
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elsewhere within Adventdalen (e.g., Christiansen et al., 2020; Isaksen et al., 2001) are within the error bounds of 
our own measurements, it is possible that these might be somewhat greater or more spatially variable at Lagoon 
Pingo.

In the seismic reflection data, there is an unexpected absence of clear reflections in the upper 50 m, which is 
inconsistent with earlier findings of Yoshikawa and Harada (1995), whose resistivity data reveal permafrost thick-
nesses of ∼23 m. As the presence of the pingo is diagnostic of permafrost, a permafrost base should be evident. 
Yet, whilst frozen media ordinarily results in a substantial increase in P-wave velocity (Hauck et al., 2007), the 
lack of a reflection could point to a number of possible scenarios. For example, the acoustic impedance of 
saline permafrost and unfrozen marine sediments may be too similar to differentiate. Additionally, there could 
be substantial heterogeneity in permafrost thickness across Lagoon Pingo, which causes a lack of a clear reflec-
tion when combining traces by their offset between source and receiver, irrespective of their location at the site. 
Furthermore, a high unfrozen pore-water content within the permafrost would also serve to lower the acoustic 
impedance between permafrost and non-permafrost layers, which would be consistent with the valley-scale stud-
ies of Keating et al. (2018) who suggest substantial unfrozen water contents of up to ∼10% in the lower parts of the 
valley. Indeed, previous ERT work elsewhere in Svalbard by Kasprzak et al. (2017) indicates that a bottom active 
layer may be present in coastal permafrost, which may provide a gradient of acoustic impedance at the permafrost 
base, as opposed to a clear boundary. Ultimately, the absence of a clear interface highlighting a contrast between 
frozen and unfrozen sediments provides uncertainty over the extent and condition of this permafrost.

At greater depths, the primary reflection visible on the common midpoint gather at 68 m is interpreted as the 
boundary between marine sediments and underlying shales, through both corroboration with previous research 
within the valley (e.g., Bælum et al., 2012) and through velocity calculations after accounting for the active layer. 
This is problematic for the proposed origin of Lagoon Pingo as an uplifted submarine pockmark, as it requires 
the fluid and gas upwelling to have persisted while high volumes of a non-hydraulically conductive substrate, that 
is, marine clays, were being deposited on top of it. This would require exceptional hydraulic pressures to main-
tain, or, alternatively, faulting or another heterogeneity to provide a viable fluid flow pathway. Whilst geological 
structures have been proposed as fluid flow pathways for Hytte Pingo (Hornum et al., 2021), such features are not 
known to occur at Lagoon Pingo and have not been identified through these geophysical investigations. While, we 
were unable to identify such deposits from our seismic or ERT profiles at greater depths, there is a possibility that 
coarse materials from a neighboring alluvial fan extend beneath the pingo from the north, which might provide 
at least part of the explanation.

In contrast to the seismic investigations, ERT profiles were collected during the spring when the active layer was 
still frozen. Although a difference in the physical properties may occur given the annual refreezing of the active 
layer and associated transitional zone, inverted bulk resistivities in the upper 2 m of ERT profiles (Figures 5 and 6) 
do not provide any indication of differences in physical properties (e.g., ice content). Instead, our survey results 
correspond well to visual observations made in the field at the time of the measurements. Areas of high resistivities 
(>10 kΩm) match areas of surface icing, including the highest resistivities occurring where the perennial central 
pingo spring is situated. Lower resistivities (<100 Ωm) coincide with exposed frozen marine sediments.

Elsewhere within the ERT profiles (Figures 5 and 6), and particularly at depths greater than 8 m, persistent 
low resistivity values (10 1–10 3  Ωm) can be interpreted as permafrost. Whilst the resistivity of permafrost is 
commonly between 1 and 1  MΩm (Kneisel & Hauck,  2008), previous studies conducted further up-valley 
(Harada & Yoshikawa, 1996; Ross et al., 2007) and in other coastal environments (Rangel et al., 2021; Yoshikawa 
et al., 2006) have demonstrated that permafrost resistivities can be substantially reduced in cases where sediments 
contain unfrozen porewater due to high dissolved salt content. Indeed, porewater salinities of 30–40 ppt have been 
recorded in Adventdalen (Gilbert et al., 2019). Experiments by Harada and Yoshikawa (1996) using Adventdalen 
sediments identify porewater salinity as a fundamental factor in the persistence of low resistivities (<100 Ωm), 
despite low temperatures (−8˚c) and volumetric water contents (12%). Seismic velocities support this interpre-
tation of saline permafrost, fitting well to both previous seismic investigations in analogous environments (King 
et al., 1988) and effective-medium models derived from laboratory investigations (Dou et al., 2016, 2017). In 
the modeling of P-wave velocities provided by a fine-grained saline permafrost core, Dou et al. (2017) found 
velocities between 2000 and 2,500 ms −1 persisted where temperatures are −2°C–−5°C, which is consistent with 
our average value of ∼2,110 ms −1 as revealed by the initial seismic refraction analysis, and with local climatic 
conditions (Christiansen et al., 2020).
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Lateral variations in inverted resistivities correspond well with surface topography, with increased resistivities 
at depths in close proximity to, but not directly beneath local topographical highs. This trend is particularly 
apparent in the shorter transects obtained over the pingo, with lines R4 and R5 highlighting zones with inverted 
resistivities of 0.2–2.2 kΩm beneath topographically elevated parts of the profiles. Given the position of Lagoon 
Pingo within a glacially scoured, relatively flat valley, and with no apparent geological differences to explain 
an inhomogeneity, the differences in observed physical properties are expected to provide a geomorphological 
explanation for current pingo form and genesis. Classic pingo formation theory (e.g., Müller,  1959) dictates 
that a massive ground ice core is responsible for pingo uplift, formed from the near-surface freezing of pressur-
ized groundwater. However, observed inverted resistivities of ∼2 kΩm in topographically raised areas are low 
compared to those commonly recorded for bodies of massive ice (generally >20 kΩm; cf. Kulessa, 2007; Vieira 
et al., 2008), and in comparison to icings on the surface, which despite exposure, might otherwise feature similar 
resistivities. One alternative explanation for the internal structure and surface geomorphology of the open-system 
pingo is segregation ice, whereby groundwater migrates and freezes into discrete layers within fine-grained soils, 
leading to pingo heave. Indeed, early notes on Adventdalen pingo morphology by Yoshikawa (1993) report on 
segregation ice within the immediate near-surface of the pingo, above a plano-convex massive ice core. Similar 
observations were reported in previous geophysical studies at Longyear and Hytte pingos (Ross et al., 2007), 
whereby resistivities of <2 kΩm in topographical highs were interpreted as segregation ice, although no massive 
ice core was identified. Furthermore, geophysical investigations of an open-system pingo in Yukon, Canada 
also failed to observe a massive ice core, proposing segregation ice as the primary frozen component (Kunz & 
Kneisel, 2021). Notably, their ERT profiles also depicted higher inverted resistivities in close proximity, yet not 
directly beneath, local topographic highs, which was interpreted as the most significant ground ice occurring 
towards the flanks of the pingos. Our observations echo these studies, which gives confidence in our interpreta-
tion that the observed low resistivities and a relatively low topographic imprint is segregation ice serving as the 
primary geomorphic component.

Replicable negative resistivities obtained in the long profiles are also consistent with the presence of segregation 
ice lenses. These occurred in areas of higher elevation (e.g., R1 170–220 m; see Figure 5) that are not presently 
influenced by the upwelling groundwater spring. Whilst negative resistivities have often been regarded as errone-
ous (Jung et al., 2009), we argue that the occurrence of negative apparent resistivity on both normal and recipro-
cal profiles (see Supporting Information S1) meets our stringent data filtering criteria and do not constitute data 
quality issues. As recent numerical and modeling studies have shown, negative resistivities may arise in specific 
field scenarios. For example, through a series of dipole-dipole array numerical simulations, Jung et al. (2009) 
demonstrated the occurrence of negative resistivity values as a consequence of U- or crescent-shaped geologi-
cal structures. In addition, Lee and Cho (2020) indicate that an extreme range of resistivities may also result in 
negative apparent resistivities. Elements of both of these factors may hold true at Lagoon Pingo. For example, 
the dome-shaped winter and spring icing occurs in a depression that is occupied in the summer by a small pond. 
This shape resembles the crescent-shaped geological structure described in the former scenario. In respect to 
the latter scenario, an extreme range of resistivities (10 8 Ωm) at the Lagoon Pingo site is caused by the close 
proximity of extensive yet highly resistive surface icings, segregation ice within the near surface and otherwise 
electrically conductive clays. This extreme range (10 8 Ωm) may additionally provide an explanation for negative 
apparent resistivities despite using a Wenner configuration, which is more robust and less susceptible to noise 
when compared to the aforementioned studies whereby dipole-dipole configurations were used. Yet whilst results 
here correspond well to previous modeling studies, further ground truthing is required to confirm the validity of 
the interpretation of these negative resistivities, and their occurrence in permafrost environments.

5. Discussion
5.1. Pingo Genesis

Previous studies have suggested that Lagoon Pingo provides an example of a glacio-isostatically uplifted pock-
mark, formed following the emergence of a pre-existing methane seep. This presumes that the flow pathway 
existed prior to terrestrial exposure. Yet whilst the recent development (140 ± 20 years BP) of the terrestrial 
pingo is evidenced through radiocarbon dates of mollusc shells (Yoshikawa & Nakamura, 1996), the presence of 
a seismic interface at ∼68 m depth, interpreted as the boundary between Holocene marine sediments and underly-
ing shale bedrock is problematic for this formation process. Given that these fine-grained marine sediments have 
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low hydraulic conductivity (Olaussen et al., 2020), it is difficult to perceive how the groundwater upwelling was 
under sufficient hydraulic pressure to persist through the accumulation of these sediments above it.

Despite detailed and targeted surveys, it remains unknown whether a heterogeneity exists that would enable 
the preferential flow of groundwater through the non-hydraulically conductive sediments at Lagoon Pingo, and 
whether such heterogeneities influence other coastal methane seeps and pockmarks. For example, whilst recent 
geophysical investigations have determined that Hytte Pingo is formed above an important geological boundary 
(Hornum et al., 2021), no known geological interfaces or faults (cf. Ciric, 2019) underlie Lagoon Pingo, nor have 
such features been identified within this geophysical study. Despite this, the presence of a groundwater spring 
necessitates a fluid flow pathway (Yoshikawa & Harada, 1995). One potential explanation for enhanced ground-
water flow in the subsurface is that coarse-grained sediments, such as sand and gravel from the alluvial fan located 
to the north of the pingo, may extend beneath the pingo, providing a hydraulically conductive heterogeneity which 
enables groundwater flow. This has previously been discussed by Humlum et al. (2003), who suggest that unfro-
zen groundwater may flow within the lowermost layers of coarse-grained deposits above impermeable permafrost, 
before pressurization where these deposits thin at the alluvial fan base. Whilst this scenario does not explain the 
observed emission of methane per se (Hodson et al., 2019, 2020), or would necessarily be compatible with the 
local thickness of permafrost derived by Yoshikawa and Harada (1995), the alluvial fan could provide sufficient 
coarse-grained sediment to enable a glacio-isostatically uplifted pockmark system to persist terrestrially.

5.2. Structural Controls and Pingo Formational Processes

In contrast to uncertainties regarding the deeper geological structures at Lagoon Pingo, the geophysical data 
presented here provide insight into the near-surface structure of incipient pingos and the nature of their forma-
tion within predominantly fine-grained sediments. In this study, segregation ice provides the most plausible 
explanation for the topography of the pingo, provided the overall context of the field site, and the characteristics 
identified within the geophysical data. Whilst previous studies have identified segregation ice within open-sys-
tem pingo forms (Ross et al., 2007; Yoshikawa, 1993), it has largely been associated with late stages of pingo 
growth and development (Mackay, 1973, 1985). Our interpretation of segregation ice within the incipient Lagoon 
Pingo, and the conspicuous absence of a massive ice core calls for a reconsideration of early open-system pingo 
formational processes.

In explaining the present-day geomorphology and architecture of Lagoon Pingo, we suggest two primary controls 
on incipient pingo development: sedimentology and groundwater availability. In regard to sedimentology, fine-
grained soils facilitate the formation of segregation ice (Smith, 1985), whereby thin lenses of ice form as water is 
drawn (via cryosuction) to the freezing plane. As fine-grained sediments feature smaller pores, capillary action 
tends to be greater, and thus a greater negative pressure is exerted upon liquid water. Coarser-grained, more 
permeable sediments in contrast are better suited for ground ice formation (Pissart, 2002), perhaps explaining the 
absence of injection ice emblematic of traditional pingo structures (Ballantyne, 2018).

In terms of groundwater availability, the in-flow of upwelling groundwater provides a localised region of elevated 
moisture contents that is conducive to enhanced segregation ice formation. At Lagoon Pingo, this may be further 
aided by differences in the groundwater chemistry between the pingo spring and porewater within the sediment. 
Existing electrical conductivity measurements on the groundwater spring provide relatively low values of 5–8 mS 
cm −1 (Hodson et al., 2019; Hornum et al., 2020), when compared with typical values of ∼17 mS cm −1 (Cable 
et  al.,  2018) for porewaters elsewhere in Adventdalen. Whilst the exact nature of the intrusion of upwelling 
groundwater through marine sediments and permafrost is unknown, groundwaters with lower solute content 
would be more susceptible to freezing, and would offer part of the explanation for why segregation ice formation 
could be more prominent here compared to elsewhere within the valley. The low hydraulic conductivity of the 
marine sediments within Lagoon Pingo would also contribute by limiting the lateral migration of these upwelling 
groundwaters, resulting in a locally high moisture contents and lower groundwater resistivity that enhances freez-
ing activity.

Parallels can be drawn between the current geomorphology of Lagoon Pingo and lithalsas in fine-grained alluvial 
or lacustrine environments (Wolfe et al., 2014). In both cases, segregation ice plays a prominent role as a result of 
elevated moisture availability and sediments with poor permeability, thus promoting cryosuction processes. Whilst 
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many contemporary lithalsas occur in close association with surface water bodies that provide the moisture required 
for cryosuction and frost heave (Wolfe et al., 2014), the existing groundwater upwelling at Lagoon Pingo provides 
this moisture, enabling increased segregation ice formation relative to the surrounding area in which saline pore-
water dominates. Additionally, the fine-grained nature of marine clays within Adventdalen bear similarities to sedi-
ments within structurally similar lithalsas, including on Holocene plateaus in Northern Quebec (Allard et al., 1996). 
We therefore propose that Lagoon Pingo, in its present form, represents a hybrid form, with a lithalsa-esque internal 
structure punctuated by the hydraulically pressurised spring typical of traditional open-system pingos.

If there is a genetic relationship between incipient Lagoon Pingo and other pingo forms further up-valley (Long-
year and Hytte Pingo), it remains unclear how our interpretation of segregation ice in early stage pingo devel-
opment may evolve into more established open-system pingo forms. Whilst Ross et al. (2007) provide a similar 
interpretation of low resistivities (<2 kΩm) as suggesting segregation ice within Longyear and Hytte pingos, it 
is difficult to conceive how segregation ice could be responsible for ∼20 m of elevation heave. Recent drilling 
elsewhere on Svalbard also casts doubt on segregation ice providing the dominant structure within established 
open-system pingos. In the coring of marine-based pingos in Grøndalen, Demidov et  al.  (2019) demonstrate 
massive ice exceeding 20 m in thickness beneath a pingo of 9 m height. Whilst numerical simulations of palsas 
and lithalsas analogous to our proposed structure of Lagoon Pingo have demonstrated that segregation ice can 
produce ∼6 m of heave over a period of 150 years (An & Allard, 1995), further coring is necessary to validate the 
precise architecture of frozen ground within these pingos.

5.3. Implications on Spring Emergence and Methane Emission Mechanism

Our interpretation of a segregation ice dominated incipient pingo form may have wider significance on the emis-
sion mechanisms of deeply seated methane within continuous permafrost environments. Whereas, injection ice 
would ordinarily preclude cryopegs or conduits through which fluid flow can occur, segregation ice can persist 
as discrete ice lenses between unfrozen sediment pockets. Additionally, elevated ice contents and segregated ice 
lenses within the sediment are likely to influence local pore pressures, and may interact with or otherwise main-
tain the groundwater spring. However, without discerning the nature of the groundwater upwelling (e.g., whether 
water in-flow occurs under a diffusive or advective conduit-like regime), it is difficult to establish the exact nature 
of the influence of such structures. Further research, particularly coring, would be required to provide the neces-
sary insight into the exact nature of pressurized groundwater flow within permafrost.

6. Conclusions
Using a combination of active seismic and ERT data, this study interprets the internal structure and characteris-
tics of an incipient open-system pingo. The pingo releases a substantial methane flux to the atmosphere, and its 
terrestrial genesis was previously attributed to the uplift of a submarine pockmark (Hodson et al., 2019, 2020). 
Our findings call for an alternative hypothesis given the thick layer of Holocene marine deposits (∼68 m) which 
would have been deposited on the active submarine spring, though this cannot be entirely discounted due to the 
possible role of local coarse alluvial fan sediments in changing hydraulic conductivities of sub-pingo materials.

Our speculation that segregation ice is dominant within an incipient pingo form is at odds with established theo-
ries of open-system pingo formation, which presume that initial growth normally occurs through the formation 
of injection ice following the near-surface freezing of pressurized groundwater. This study highlights sediment 
grain size as a fundamental control on early pingo formation, with fine-grained sediments such as those in Holo-
cene marine environments providing high porewater pressures conducive to segregation ice formation. Moisture 
content provides an additional control, and is sourced by the groundwater spring which further facilitates local-
ized pingo formation. We therefore speculate that the result is a landform with an internal structure analogous to 
a lithalsa, yet with the mechanism of a typical open-system pingo. However, in absence of definitive evidence of 
segregation ice beneath Lagoon Pingo, future work, which may include coring and time-lapse resistivity imaging, 
is required to fully elucidate the subsurface nature of this incipient landform.

Our study highlights the continued uncertainty over pingo genesis and development. Whilst segregation ice has 
previously been proposed as playing an important role in pingo growth, its presence within an incipient form is 
ambiguous and indicates further plurality in the genesis of pingo landforms. This structure likely influences local 
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porosities and pressure regimes, and may therefore impact upon groundwater upwelling and subsequent methane 
release. Despite this, as our geophysical data did not discern the the actual flowpath of groundwater through the 
sub-zero sediments, there remains a need for further study of subpermafrost and intrapermafrost groundwater 
migration.

Data Availability Statement
The data supporting the conclusions of this paper are publicly available from Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4593831).
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